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A NEW APPROACH TO MASS SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS

OF THERMOSPHERIC DENSITY*

By Leonard T. Melfi, Jr., F. J. Brock,**

and Clarence A. Brown, Jr.

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The gas sampling problem in satellite and high-velocity probes has been investi-

gated by applying the theory of a drifting Maxwellian gas. A lens system using a free-

stream ion source has been developed and experimentally evaluated over the pressure

range 10-5 to 10- 2 N/m 2 (=10- 7 to 10-4 torr). The source has high beam transparency,

which minimizes gas-surface collisions within or near the ionization volume. It has

been shown for high ion energy (60 eV) that the extracted ion beam has an on-axis energy

spread of less than 4 eV and that 90 percent of the ions are within 2.50 of the beam axis.

From these studies, it is concluded that the molecular beam mass spectrometer concept

developed for gas density measurements in the upper atmosphere substantially reduces

gas-surface scattering and gas-surface reactions in the sample and preserves the integ-

rity of the gas sample during the analysis process. Studies have shown that both the

Scout and Delta vehicles have adequate volume, control, velocity, and data acquisition

capability for obtaining thermospheric number density in real time.

INTRODUCTION

Mass spectrometer experiments (refs. 1 to 3) have been performed to determine the

structure of the terrestrial thermosphere (>80 km) for the past two decades. Complex

data reduction schemes (ref. 4) to eliminate kinematic effects are required to interpret

the data from these experiments. These schemes contain unsubstantiated simplifying

assumptions and require the unknown atmospheric temperature as an input. Further, the

adsorption and recombination of chemically active gases, such as atomic oxygen - a

principal thermospheric constituent - on the surfaces of the instrument before ionization

causes large errors in density measurements of this constituent. Theoretical studies

(ref. 5) indicate that all previously published data on oxygen number density should be

*Part of this work has been previously published in Rev. Sci. Instrum., vol. 44,
no. 10, Oct. 1973.

* Research Professor, Department of Physics, Old Dominion University, Norfolk,
Va.



considered a lower limit, since they could be in error by as much as a factor of 4. Pre-
liminary results (ref. 6) from an experiment in which the walls of the ion source of the
mass spectrometer (ref. 7) were cooled to temperatures near that of liquid helium have
confirmed these studies. Since 1967, attempts have been made (ref. 8) to account for the
gas-surface effect in the measurements of oxygen density and have met with limited
success.

This paper discusses a new measurement technique which does not require cryo-
genic cooling, substantially reduces gas-surface scattering and surface reaction, mini-
mizes kinematic effects, and is also independent of gas temperature. The mass spec-
trometer system uses a free-stream (high-transparency) ion source mounted on a trun-
cated cone and a molecular beam formed by the high velocity of the vehicle to effect the
measurement. This technique may be used to perform experiments carried by rocket
or entry probes into a planetary atmosphere, where measurements are required down to
low altitude (<100 km in the terrestrial atmosphere), and satellite-borne experiments
intended to characterize the upper atmosphere accurately.

The kinetic theory of a drifting Maxwellian gas has been used to show that gas-
surface scattering may be reduced to an insignificant level. A hot-cathode ion source
with high beam transparency has been developed, and the energy and angular distributions
of the extracted ion beam have been experimentally determined for a number of source
electrostatic configurations. Studies have shown that the technique is suitable for ther-
mospheric flight experiments aboard the Scout or Delta vehicle.

SYMBOLS

d spacing between retarder and suppressor grids, m

E average ion energy, eV

AE ion-energy spread (full width at half-maximum (FWHM)), eV

F(S,a,O) mean molecular flux density (see eq. (2)), molecules/cm2-sec

f(V) Maxwellian distribution function, (cm/sec)-3

i +  ion current at Faraday collector, A

i- total electron current, i- = ie + ig, A
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i e  electron current at extractor, A

ig electron current at grid, A

i+  -1
K ion-source constant, K = -, (N/m2)

i p

k Boltzmann constant, J/molecule-K

m molecular weight, amu

n molecular number density, molecules/cm 3

p pressure, N/m 2

r retarder mesh radius, m

S speed ratio, S = u
vm

T molecular temperature, K

Te exospheric temperature, K

u instrument velocity, m/sec

Vd deflector potential, V

Ve ion extractor potential, V

Vf lens grid potential, V

Vg electron collector (grid) potential, V

Vk cathode potential, V

Vr ion retarder potential, V

Vs electron suppressor potential, V
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v average molecular velocity, m/sec

V average thermal speed, m/sec

vm mean molecular speed, m/sec

molecular velocity relative to instrument, w = + , m/sec

w,0,0 drifting spherical coordinate system

a angle of attack (angle between instrument axis and vehicle velocity vector),

deg

O plane half-angle which defines conical solid angle, deg

Sangle between ion-beam axis and analyzer axis, deg

Subscripts:

x,y,z vector components

MEASUREMENT PHILOSOPHY

In making in situ measurements of the composition of a planetary atmosphere, it is
obviously desirable to obtain an unaltered sample of the gas and to maintain the integrity
of this sample during the measurement. The sample must not interact with the measur-
ing system and there must be no reactions among the sample constituents. From the
kinetic theory of a drifting Maxwellian gas, it can be concluded that only the gas in a nar-
row forward-facing cone can reach the instrument if the instrument carrier speed is
much greater than the mean thermal speed of the gas (assuming the local wind velocity
is negligible compared with the vehicle velocity). A sample of the atmosphere can be
obtained and measured by continuously passing this stream through a highly transparent
ionization volume where a fraction of the gas is ionized, focused into an analyzer, and
counted; the unused part of the stream can be returned to the free atmosphere with a
very low probability that the molecules will scatter back into the ionization volume.
There are available several attitude-controlled rocket systems which have sufficiently
high speeds to make this technique practicable for measurements in the upper atmosphere
of the Earth and other planets.
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KINETIC THEORY

The combined constraints on gas temperature, instrument velocity, and geometry

can be obtained directly from the kinetic theory of a drifting Maxwellian gas. The mean

molecular flux density incident on an incremental surface moving with a velocity it

through a Maxwellian gas is given by

F (i) = 5 K n(vz + uz) f(V)dvxdvydvz (1)
-uz -_ _o-O

where the surface normal is parallel to the z-direction, n is the molecular number

density, f () = -3/2v-3 exp-vx2 + 2 + vz2)/vm2j is the Maxwellian distribution

function, and vm = (2kT/m) 1/2. When the transformation to a coordinate system which

is fixed with respect to the surface (fig. 1) is made, the gas is transformed to a drifting

Maxwellian gas and the relative molecular velocity is given by w = u + v. Suppose that

wz is parallel to the surface normal, that Z lies in the wy,wz plane, and that a is

the angle between wz and U. Upon transforming to spherical coordinates in w-space

and performing all elementary integrations, the mean molecular flux density incident on

the surface from within a prescribed. conical solid angle defined by the plane half-angle

0 measured from wz is given by

nvm exp(-S 2 ) sin2 @ S2 sin2 a sin4  + S2 cos 2 a l - cos 4 E)

F(Sa) 8 4

+ sin 8 cos SY exp(S2y2) [1 + erf(SY~ + S2 y 2 d dO (2)

where Y = sin 0 cos 0 sin a + cos 0 cos a and the speed ratio is

S= u (3)
Vm

Integration over the complete w half-space gives

F(S,a,T/2) = - (exp (-S2 cos 2 a) + ' S cos a [ + erf(S cos a) (4)
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where

= (8T1/ 2

The fraction of the flux density arriving at the surface from within a prescribed solid
angle defined by 0 is given by F(S,a,O)/F(S,a,T/2) from equations (2) and (4). This
ratio was evaluated by using a fifth-order integration routine to perform the 0 integra-
tion for 100 equal increments of 0 in the range 0 _ 9 _5 r/2 and for prescribed values
of S and a within the ranges 0 5 S 5 10 and 0 : a 5 7T/2. The trapezoidal rule
was used to perform the 0 integration from 0 to E. Some results of these calculations
are presented in figure 2 for a = 00 and a = 90. It may be seen from figure 2(a)
(a = 00) for S = 6 that 98.5 percent of the flux density is within 0 = 200. Thus, less
than 1.5 percent of the gas entering the system collides with the internal surface if the
internal half-angle of the instrument is greater than or equal to 200. The fraction of
gas colliding with the internal surface is smaller for gas entering a truncated cone than
for gas entering a cone having an infinitesimal entrance aperture. Thus, applying these
calculations to the actual hardware (truncated cone) overestimates the fraction of the
gas which collides with the wall.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Most hot-cathode ion sources in use with flight mass spectrometers are based on
the design of Bleakney (ref. 9) and Nier (ref. 10). Sources of this type do not minimize
gas-surface scattering. The technique of measuring number density with mass spec-
trometers in flight requires that the density in the ionization volume be substantially the
same as the free-stream density and that gas-surface and gas-gas scattering be reduced
to a negligible level so that no species present in the free stream is substantially reduced
in the ionization volume and so that no spurious species, not present in the free stream,
is introduced into the ionization volume.

The requirements of maintaining free-stream density and minimizing scattering
in the ion source are satisfied by a small-angle cone constructed of high-transparency
mesh (?0.95), the enclosed volume of which is the ionization volume. (See fig. 3.) At.
low free-stream density (applicable to most of the anticipated flight regime), multiple
scattering may be neglected. Thus gas scattered from the external surface never enters
the ionization volume for any gas-surface scattering law, provided that the external sur-
face of the support structure is a smooth continuation of the ion-source grid structure.
Even at a relatively high free-stream density, where the external mean free path is rel-
atively small, molecules scattered off the external surface can enter the ionization vol-
ume only through an external gas-gas collision. In these multiple events the probability
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that the molecule is scattered in the direction of the ionization volume is small. Fur-

ther, considering the near-grazing angle of incidence and the high relative velocity, the

molecules incident on the external surface are reflected in a near-specular direction, so

that the gas-gas collisions tend to occur too far aft for gas to be scattered into the ioni-

zation volume (until the density becomes sufficiently high to cause an incipient shock).

The high-transparency requirement on the mesh used to form the ion-source grid

is not the only constraint on the mesh. Since gas molecules incident on the edge of the

mesh members can scatter into the ionization volume, it is necessary that the thickness-

width ratio of the mesh members be small (assuming a rectangular cross section). This

requirement is particularly important if some fraction of this incident flux is thermally

accommodated to the surface before it is scattered into the ionization volume, since the

accommodated flux makes a spurious contribution to the density in the ionization volume.

The relative magnitude of the spurious density component is proportional to the product

of the speed ratio (5 5 S 5 15) and the fraction of the accommodated flux.

The requirement of minimizing scattering off the support structure may be satis-

fied by making the internal cone angle equal to or greater than the angle containing a

prescribed fraction of the incident flux (consistent with the level of precision desired in

the experiment) for the maximum angle of attack and minimum speed ratio expected in

flight. This condition assures that only a small fraction of the gas passing through the

ion source can collide with the inner surface of the support structure and only a small

fraction of this gas can backscatter into the ionization volume, since under these condi-

tions (near-grazing incidence and high relative velocity) the gas-surface scattering is

nearly specular (refs. 11 to 14). Thus, substantially all the gas passes through the exit

aperture of the ion-source support cone into the wake.

The ions extracted from the ionization volume are focused by an electrostatic lens

onto the quadrupole entrance aperture. In the process of ion-beam formation and extrac-

tion, the ions are accelerated to a velocity which-is large (3 to 5 for atomic oxygen) com-

pared with the thermal velocity of the neutral gas. This minimizes the dependence of the

distribution of ion-beam current density on gas temperature and small variations in

angle of attack. The lens is located inside the support cone and its angular aperture is

sufficiently large to allow only a small fraction of the neutral beam to collide with its

surfaces. The quadrupole entrance aperture is located sufficiently far downstream to

provide adequate area to exhaust to the wake for the primary flux passing through the

ion source. Only a small fraction of this neutral beam enters the quadrupole enclosure.

Around the periphery of the entrance aperture and near the aft end of the quadrupole

enclosure, a large conductance to the wake is provided to minimize gas loading in the

quadrupole enclosure. In flight, gas passes through these conductances only in the exit
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direction, since the magnitude of the speed ratio is such that gas cannot enter from the

free stream (until the density becomes sufficiently high to cause an incipient shock).

The cathode is a wire ring with a small cross section surrounding the ion-source

grid and is located slightly aft of the grid base to minimize the probability that gas scat-

tered from the cathode may enter the ionization volume.

Several ion sources were constructed and their performance was evaluated under

equilibrium gas conditions. Design details of the source and data on energy distribution

and angular distribution of the extracted ion beam are presented in the next section.

Mass resolution and sensitivity data (ref. 15) were also obtained on a flight quadrupole

mass filter. Line widths less than 1 amu for masses less than 40 amu were obtained for

ion energies of the order of 60 eV. The sensitivity, as determined by measurement of

the N2 beam transmitted through the quadrupole, was approximately 10-8 A for
2 N/m2

an emission current 100 gA.

ION-SOURCE DESIGN AND EVALUATION

It is important that the instrument system be relatively insensitive to the

molecular-velocity distribution of the relatively high-temperature gas in the thermo-

sphere and also to small deviations of the instrument axis with respect to the vehicle

velocity vector within the dead band of the attitude control system. It is therefore nec-

essary to extract the ions at a velocity sufficiently high to insure that in the worst case

the resultant velocity vector (total of the neutral molecular velocity relative to the instru-

ment plus the velocity resulting from extraction and focusing) remains within a prescribed

cone centered on the instrument axis. Considering the gas temperature, vehicle velocity,
and pointing error expected in flight, the energy of the ion beam must be of the order of

60 eV or greater (ref. 15). Thus, in addition to investigating the performance of the ion

source, it is necessary to determine the properties of the extracted ion beam.

The apparatus for ion-beam analysis shown in figure 4 was designed for the inves-

tigation of the properties of the extracted ion beam. Before assembly, each metal

element of this system was fired in a vacuum furnace at 1300 K and at a pressure below

1 0 -4 N/m 2 to eliminate gas trapped in the metal bulk. The system is enclosed in a

grounded metal cylinder to provide a field-free region between the ion source and the

analyzers. The ion-source elements are mounted on flat plates which are separated by

1-mm-thick ceramic spacers. The source is contained in a cubical enclosure to prevent

spurious ions from drifting into the analyzer. This source assembly may be rotated

about a transverse axis which lies in the plane containing the ion-source exit aperture.

The circular hot cathode is constructed of 0.125-mm-diameter tungsten wire and is

thoria coated to lower the cathode work function. It is mounted on a split plate to which
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the power leads are attached. The cathode mounting plane is located 1.52 mm from the

base of the conical grid. The 150 half-angle conical grid has a base 6.3 mm in diameter

and is 6.3 mm long.

Since transparency is not an important parameter in equilibrium experiments, an

available tungsten mesh (with a transparency greater than 80 percent) was used in the

construction of the grid. The extractor aperture is 6.3 mm in diameter and has its cen-

ter on the cone axis. This aperture is covered with mesh having a central hole 3.12 mm

in diameter. The exit aperture is 13 mm square and is mounted on the cubical enclosure.

Attached to the exit aperture is a cylindrical three-element gridded lens (symmetrical).

The inside diameter of the two cylinders is 7.5 mm and the diameter of the grid aperture

is 1 cm. The cylinder lengths are 1 cm. The lens grid is separated from each cylinder

by 1-mm-thick ceramic spacers. The lens cylinders are grounded internally. At the

end of the lens are located electrostatic deflector plates which are 1.25 cm square and

oriented so that their surface normal is parallel to the rotation axis of the ion source.

The separation of the deflectors is 1 cm.

The analyzer system consists of an entrance aperture, an ion retarder, an electron

suppressor, and a Faraday cup ion collector. The entrance has a 1.25-mm-diameter

aperture and is located 4 cm from the source exit. Since the electrode containing the

entrance aperture is isolated, it can be used as a collector for the total ion current

extracted from the source. The retarder has a 6.3-mm-diameter aperture and is used

to retard those ions with energy less than that corresponding to the retarder voltage.

The suppressor electrode has an aperture 1.5 mm in diameter and functions as a sec-

ondary electron suppressor with respect to the Faraday collector and also functions as

a shield for the Faraday collector. The Faraday ion collector has a 3.75-mm-diameter

aperture and a length-diameter ratio greater than 5. Each of these apertures is mounted

coaxially and is covered with mesh.

The apparatus was mounted on a copper-sealed metal flange and the electrode

leads were brought out by ceramic-metal feedthroughs. An absolute calibration system

(ref. 16) was used to perform the ion-source evaluations. This system is pumped by

ion pumps, whose pumping speed for molecular nitrogen is 500 liters/sec, in conjunction

with titanium sublimation and liquid nitrogen cryopanels to produce an ultimate pressure

below 3 x 10 - 9 N/m 2 in the calibration chamber after bakeout (650 K). The total mea-

surement uncertainty in pressure for the calibration range (10-7 to 10 - 2 N/m2) of the

system is ±5.5 percent for molecular nitrogen (ref. 17).

The ion-source sensitivity was established by measuring the ion current at the

Faraday collector i + as a function of the known equilibrium pressure over the range

10 - 5 to 10 - 2 N/m 2 for a number of extractor voltages Ve. The results of these cali-

brations for Vg = 60 V, Ve = 0, and Ve = 60 V are shown in figure 5. On the ordinate
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is plotted the normalized-ion source constant, which is the ion current at the Faraday
collector divided by the total electron current times the pressure:

i+

K = (5)

The lens grid potential Vf was set at -46 V for Ve = 0 and at -57 V for Ve = 60 V
to maximize the current density at the analyzer entrance aperture. (The lens cylinders
were grounded internally.) This focus condition was independent of pressure over the
pressure range of the investigation.

In one plane, the ion beam was centered on the analyzer aperture by the electro-
static deflector (Vd = ±3 V); in the plane orthogonal to this plane, by rotating the ion
source. No adjustment of the ion-beam centering voltage was required during the
remaining evaluations. On the basis of a comparison of several preliminary energy-
distribution curves taken at different suppressor potentials, a value of Vs of -15 V was
used. At pressures below 10 - 3 N/m 2 , the ion-source constant in terms of Faraday col-
lector current is independent of pressure (fig. 5). At pressures above 10 - 3 N/m 2 , it

decreased with pressure because of charge transfer and ion-neutral scattering.

The emission current i- used in the calibration was established from figure 6,
which shows curves of source constant as a function of emission current between 1 and
1000 AA for both extractor voltages. For Ve > Vk, electrons can be collected at the
extractor. The emission current plotted in this figure is the sum of the electron cur-
rents collected at the grid ig and at the extractor ie. The ratio of these two currents
is, however, independent of both pressure and emission current. Above 100 /iA for
Ve = 0 and above 50 iiA for Ve = 60 V, the source constant decreases with emission
current; this decrease is caused by depression of the potential distribution by electronic
space charge within the ionization volume. This conclusion is confirmed by the ion-
energy distribution curves given in figure 7.

The data for the curves in figure 7 were taken in a manner similar to that for the
curves on the far right side of figures 8(a) and (b) (discussed later in this section); indeed,
curves B and D were taken from figures 8(a) and (b) for comparison. Data on average
energy and energy spread for the curves in figure 7 are given in table I. These data show
that for higher emission currents (A or C), the average energy is lower and the energy
spread is higher than for lower emission currents (B or D), respectively, for both elec-
trical configurations, as would be expected if electronic space charge depressed the
potential distribution within the ionization volume. The source constant for Ve = 60 V
(see fig. 6) begins to decrease at a lower emission current than for Ve = 0, since the
extractor is immersed in the electronic space charge at Ve = 60 V but repels the elec-
tron cloud at Ve = 0. This conclusion is supported by the measured electron current
collected by the extractor, which for Ve = 60 V is approximately equal to the electron
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TABLE I.- PARAMETERS FOR THE RETARDER-POTENTIAL CURVES

SHOWN IN FIGURE 7

Values for curve -

Parameter A B C D

Ion extractor potential, Ve, V ........ 0 0 60 60

Lens grid potential, Vf, V. . ........ . -46 -46 -57 -57

Cathode potential, Vk, V . ......... . 0 0 0 0

Electron collector (grid) potential, Vg, V . . 60 60 60 60

Deflector potential, Vd, V . . . . ...... . +3 ±3 ±3 ±3

Ion retarder potential, Vr, V . ........ . See abscissa of figure 7

Electron suppressor potential, Vs, V . . . -15 1 -15 -15 -15

Ion current at Faraday collector, i + , A . . . See ordinate (normalized) of figure 7

Electron current at grid, ig, tIA ...... . 250 10 125 5

Electron current at extractor, ie, iA . . . 0 0 125 5

Pressure, p, N/m 2 .. . . . . . . . .. . . . 4 X 10 - 4 4x 10 - 4 4x 10-4 x 10 - 4

Average ion energy, E, eV . ......... 53.0 56.2 56.0 57.8

Ion-energy spread (FWHM), AE, eV ..... 3.5 3.4 2.5 2.3

current at the grid, or ie/ig = 1.0. From the geometry and the potential configuration

for Ve = 60 V, it is clear that the extraction probability is highest for ions formed in

the neighborhood of the extractor grids, since in this configuration the exit aperture acts

as an extractor. However, for Ve = 0, electrons are excluded from the neighborhood of

the extractor and no ions are formed in this region, but in this configuration the extrac-

tor potential penetrates into the grid space, so that the extraction probability is high for

ions formed in a large fraction of the grid space.

The radial distribution of the current density was determined by rotating the ion-

source enclosure about an axis lying in the aperture plane while measuring the current

at the Faraday collector. Several curves of ion current as a function of angular displace-

ment of the ion beam with respect to the analyzer axis I were obtained for the range

-90 4I 90. These data have established radial symmetry.

Ion current was measured as a function of 4I for a number of extractor voltages.

The results for two of these voltages, Ve = 0 and Ve = 60 V, are shown on the far left

side of figures 8(a) and (b). For both extractor voltages the ion beam has a narrow angu-

lar spread, approximately 10 for Ve = 0 and 1.20 for Ve = 60 V (FWHM). The accept-

ance angle of the analyzer system is larger than the angle subtended by the lens grid as

viewed from the analyzer entrance. Considering the angular resolution of the analyzer

(1.90), the actual angular spread is less than that implied by these data.
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The energy distribution of the ion beam was determined with a retarding potential

analyzer. The retarding grid was made of high-transparency mesh. Only those ions

with energies higher than that corresponding to the retarder potential can pass through
to the ion collector. A sweep generator was used to change the voltage slowly of a
programmable power supply connected to the retarding grid, and the output of the elec-

trometer measuring the retarded current was plotted as a function of the retarder poten-
tial for a number of angular positions and extractor potentials. Shown on the far right

side of figures 8(a) and (b) are typical results for a number of angles I' at extractor
potentials Ve = 0 and Ve = 60 V. From the relationship (ref. 18) AE/- = r 2/(16d 2 ),
the energy resolution of the analyzer was calculated as 1/256. In this relationship the

mesh radius r is 0.25 mm and the spacing between the retarder grid and the suppres-
sor grid d is 1 mm.

It can be seen from figures 8(a) and (b) that the on-axis ions have energies which
correspond to the grid voltage with an energy spread of less than 1.9 eV for Ve = 60 V
and 3.7 eV for Ve = 0. The lower energy spread for Ve = 60 V than for Ve = 0
implies a more uniform potential distribution within the ionization volume, as expected.

FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION STUDIES

The feasibility of a flight demonstration of the experiment was examined after the
instrument concept had been successfully demonstrated in the laboratory. Studies were
made of satellite missions (both primary and piggyback experiments) and a suborbital
reentry profile. A high-velocity vehicle is required to apply this mass spectrometer
technique; thus it is well suited to satellite studies of the upper atmosphere.

Primary Satellite Missions

Speed ratios for an orbital experiment would be approximately 10 for atomic oxy-
gen and 5 for helium. With a cone internal half-angle of over 250, even helium gas-
surface collision at a = 00 may be minimized. (See fig. 2.) Further, gas-gas scatter-
ing effects are negligible since satellite perigees are generally well above the altitude at
which gas-gas scattering becomes important. Most large satellite payloads contain atti-
tude control systems, the pointing accuracy of which exceeds the requirements of this
technique. Even in many spin-stabilized satellites having no active attitude-control sys-
tem, useful measurements may be made. As an example, at a = 90 (see fig. 2), only
4 percent of the helium atoms would make wall collisions. The instrument can be
mounted in the free stream with its axis orthogonal to the axis of rotation so that the
instrument axis passes through ram each rotation. For spin rates less that 5 rpm,
adequate time (>0.6 sec/mass scan) is available to measure each constituent.
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Piggyback Missions

Studies were conducted to determine whether piggyback experiments carried on

several types of NASA launch vehicles, which traverse the lower thermosphere, would

be feasible. These included (a) a suborbital ballistic trajectory flying on the third stage

of a Scout vehicle, and (b) an orbital experiment aboard the terminal vehicle payload

interstage of a Delta vehicle. Both the speed and the onboard orientation capabilities of

these vehicles would satisfy the requirements for this technique. Further, the cost

associated with such a piggyback demonstration would not be prohibitive. These two

studies are discussed next.

Suborbital Scout mission.- If the suborbital reentry experiment were performed on

the Scout vehicle (see fig. 9(a)), the atmospheric analysis system would be mounted on

its third stage. (See fig. 9(b).) At initial perigee, this stage is used to aline the fourth

stage, which injects the satellite into orbit. (See fig. 9(c).) The third stage then follows

a ballistic trajectory from this altitude to impact. The onboard control system of this

stage can be used to aline the instrument axis with the vehicle velocity vector over the

altitude test interval from above 300 km to below 100 km in the terrestrial thermosphere.

A feasibility study for an early 1974 launch was made with the use of Jacchia's

thermospheric temperature profiles (ref. 19). For these temperature data and the vehi-

cle speed obtained from a typical third-stage ballistic trajectory, the speed ratio as a

function of altitude for atomic oxygen was calculated and is shown in table II. The cal-

culation was based on atomic oxygen, since it has the highest mean thermal velocity of

the chemically active gases in the thermosphere. It can be seen from this table that

below 300 km, S exceeds 5.5 and, with an internal cone angle equal to 200 or greater,

the fraction of the gas which makes internal wall collisions is less than 0.02. (See fig. 2.)

As previously mentioned, the application of the results of kinetic theory to the hardware

must overestimate the fraction of the gas which has wall collisions, since the instrument

entrance aperture is not infinitesimally small. Even with the most conservative reflec-

tion law (diffuse), only a small fraction of the surface-scattered gas can enter the ioniza-

tion volume.

A more realistic law is specular scattering, since most of the molecules 'make col-

lisions at near-grazing angles at high relative velocities. If the scattering is specular,

substantially all of the gas will be scattered into the wake and cannot reach the ionization

region. At lower altitudes, S increases as a result of both the sharp decrease in gas

temperature between 200 and 120 km and the increase in vehicle speed; thus, a com-

pletely negligible fraction of the primary beam is incident on the internal surface of the

cone. The speed ratios for the Scout probe, given in table II, applied to the results from

the kinetic theory confirm that an experiment with minimum gas-surface scattering

effects could be performed in this altitude range. The low-altitude limit of the operating

13



TABLE II.- SPEED RATIO* AT A GIVEN ALTITUDE FOR ATOMIC OXYGEN

FOR EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES Te OF 900 K AND 1000 K

[A typical Scout reentry probe]

Speed ratio for -

Altitude, km
Te = 900 K Te 1000 K

300 5.78 5.52

280 5.86 5.57
260 5.92 5.63
240 6.00 5.71

220 6.09 5.82
200 6.22 5.96
180 6.42 6.17
160 6.75 6.54
140 7.53 7.36
120 9.73 9.60
100 13.03 13.00
90 13.54 13.54

*See equation (3).

regime is determined by gas-gas scattering. As the mean free path inside the instru-
ment becomes small, compared with the instrument dimensions, a nonnegligible fraction
of the flux is accommodated to the wall temperature, and gas loading within the instru-
ment occurs. Further, as the external free path decreases, the presence of an incipient
shock probably alters the gas composition before it can be sampled. An analysis of gas-
gas scattering indicates that measurements with the present technique may be made to
below 100 km.

Orbital Delta mission. - To perform the orbital experiment on the Delta vehicle
(fig. 10(a)), the mass spectrometer would be mounted on its second stage (fig. 10(b)).
This guidance stage attains orbit and has restart capability. This capability allows
orbital reshaping to bring perigee within the range of data-acquisition ground stations
and to adjust the eccentricity so that the section of the atmosphere of most interest (i.e.,
orbit at 185 km to 463 km) is analyzed. Figure 10(c) shows a ground track of this orbit,
including tracking stations and their altitude tracking range.
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From these flight demonstration studies, it has been concluded that this instrument

concept may be applied on primary satellite missions and in a piggyback mode on both

the Scout and the Delta vehicles.

CONCLUSIONS

The theory of a drifting Maxwellian gas has been applied to the development of a

mass spectrometer technique which allows density measurements to be made in the

upper atmosphere without the inaccuracies caused by gas-surface interactions. This

technique employs a free-stream ion source and molecular beam technology. It has been

shown that at high velocity (6 to 8 km/sec) a relatively narrow molecular beam is

formed behind an aperture moving through the atmosphere. For atomic oxygen in the

terrestrial atmosphere, 99 percent of the flux is contained within a beam divergence

angle of less than 200. It has been concluded from the theory that for a conical instru-

ment geometry having a half-angle greater than 200 moving through the atmosphere at

high velocity, substantially no internal collisions occur and the constraint to minimize

gas-surface collisions within the instrument is satisfied.

A further constraint is the beam transparency of the ion source. Since most ion

sources are not transparent, one was developed which has a transparency of 95 percent

to neutral gas molecules. It has been shown from the experimental evaluation of this

source that it is acceptable for application to mass analyzers. The on-axis ion energy

spread at 60 eV is less than 4 eV and 90 percent of the ions are contained within 2.50 of

the source axis.

A number of vehicle systems (including the Scout and Delta) have been studied and

were found to be suitable for a meaningful thermospheric flight experiment. It has been

concluded that on the Scout vehicle, in a suborbital mode, measurements of constituent

density can be made over the altitude range between 300 and 100 km. Further, on the

Delta vehicle, in an orbital mode, measurements can be made over the altitude range

between 185 km and 463 km for at least one orbit. Both experiments allow measurements

in the altitude range where oxygen is found in both atomic and molecular form and, when

applied to atmospheric measurements, will help in the understanding of the physics,

chemistry, and dynamics of the upper atmosphere.

Langley Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, Va., July 22, 1974.
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Figure 4.- Ion-beam analysis apparatus used to evaluate the energy distributions

and angular distributions of the ion beam extracted from the transparent free-

stream ion source.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 10. - Delta vehicle, location of mass spectrometer mounted on Delta
second stage (stored and deployed), and ground track of Delta orbit.
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